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Outline 

 Role of electronic decision support in improving health care safety and 
efficiency

 Challenges in the design and use of electronic decision support 

 What we have learnt about individual and contextual factors which impact the 
effectiveness of electronic decision support in practice

 Future directions



Electronic Decision Support
Tools that utilise information within electronic health record systems to support 
decision making.  

Basic decision support – tools which focus attention e.g. providing test thresholds, 
alert to indicate a possible drug-drug interaction, dose range, allergy.

Advanced decision support – aims to provide patient-specific recommendations e.g. 
drug-disease interactions, or recommendations on laboratory testing during drug use.

Both of the above are rule or algorithm-based approaches which rely upon existing 
clinical knowledge and evidence.  



q Good evidence that EDS can positively impact providers drug ordering and preventive care 
reminders.

q Few studies have found benefits on patient outcomes – many small samples and short 
followup

70 studies

Most CDSS associated with positive patient 
outcomes.

• 5 reduced mortality
• 16 reduced life-threatening events
• 28 reduce non life threatening events
• 20 no impact on patient outcomes
• 1 negative impact 

12 Quality systematic reviews
52 of 91 studies showed EDS 
impacted practitioner performance. 
25 of 82 studies reported evidence 
of improved patient outcomes



Passive DS requires the user to do something to receive advice, for example clicking a button or opening 
a tab.

Active decision support pushes information to users and usually requires users to acknowledge the 
information before proceeding with their task.  Ie interruptive alerts

A challenge of active systems is to avoid the generation of excessive amount of alerts, causing alert 
fatigue with the user.

Approach to Providing Advice



Evidence that targeted decision support 
can be highly effective



Impact of decision support on repeat 
laboratory test ordering rates
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 Repeat testing for 5073 children under 1 year in ICUs significantly (p<0.0001) declined following the introduction of 
electronic test ordering 

 Li et al. 2014 What is the effect of e-pathology ordering on test re-ordering for paediatric patients? Studies in Health Technology and 
Informatics, 204, IOS press, 74-79.
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But…….
A large body of work demonstrating that doctors override alerts (i.e. click past alerts 
without following recommendations), up to 95% of alerts

 Alert fatigue - mental state resulting from excessive numbers of alerts 
being triggered

Leads to:

qUser frustration and annoyance

qPrescribers overwhelmed by alerts

qLearn to ignore all alerts



Many 
Interruptive 
Alerts are 

Overridden

q49%-96% Medication alerts 
have been estimated to be 
overridden

qReasons include that many 
alerts are irrelevant to the specific 
task

q Sample: 793-bed hospital and 36 US primary care practices

q 29,420 drug allergy alerts – 83% in hospitals 17% 
outpatient

q In total 81% of alerts were overridden.  Sample were 
reviewed and >96% considered appropriate. 71% of alerts 
that warned a risk of anaphylaxis were overridden.

q Most common reasons – Patient has previously taken 
without allergic reactions

q Conclusions – Information in patient drug lists needs to be 
regularly updated. Alert rules should be reviewed, modified 
or removed.



Design is Critical

THINK ABOUT THE FIT!
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Design 
is 

critical

Two options





Designing Clinical Decision Support

Miller et al 2018 Interface, information, interaction: a narrative review of design and functional requirements for CDS. JAMIA  
25(5) 585-592



Optimising decision support alerts

• Clinician feedback – Committee used consensus to determine alerts to be implemented or modified

• Examination of data on alert firing and override rates

• Visual dashboard to monitor and evaluate alerts – tracking alert firing and override rates after 
modifications

• Use of research evidence and drug references to inform decisions about alert design



 Is decision support a solution in 
response to a problem 

or 

a solution looking for a problem?

Deciding when 
to add decision 

support



33% of patients, 67% of ICU patients experience potential DDI

Few studies report harm

Bucsa et al, 2013     -    Only ~2% were harmed by DDIs (e.g. Bradycardia; abdominal pain)
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Drug-drug Interaction (DDI) Alerts
Large potential number – 100s - >15,000 alerts

15,000 alerts???

Does the size of the problem warrant the solution?



“How many alerts can you 
fire at users before they 
become ineffective? “

An alert regarding - Alert Fatigue!
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Assessing the impact of adding DDI alerts – 
Test before you buy

 Allergy & 
Intolerance

Dose Range Local rules Therapeutic 
Duplication

DDIs

Live Hospital 
System

Reference 
condition

    

Adding DDI 
alers

(Test system)

    

§ Compared alerts in current hospital system with alerts if DDIs were added in a test 
system

§ The ‘Test’ system had DDI alerts enabled – moderate, severe, unknown
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Overall alert volume by adding DDIs

Hospital no DDI 
alerts

209 alerts

145 (25%) 
medication orders 
generated at least 1 

alert

1.4 alerts per 
medication order 

(range: 0 - 4)

Hospital adds DDI 
alerts 

1063 alerts

348 (60%) 
medication orders 
generated at least 1 

alert

3.1 alerts per 
medication order 

(range: 0 - 11)

Increase with alerts

+509% in total 
alerts

+240% in orders 
with at least one 

alert

+212% in number 
of alerts per order

Patients
Orders for 254 admitted inpatients

Statistically significant increase with DDI alerts (p<0.005)

Research by Anmol 
Sandhu at MQ



Organisations require clear criteria for 
when decision support should be added 

and also when it should be removed
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When and why decision support may 
be effective?



What impact does medication decision support 
have during ward rounds?

§ 58.5 hrs,14 teams, 96 orders

§ 48% of medication orders 
triggered alerts

§ 17% read

§No orders changed



Junior doctors’ response to computerised alerts at 
night 16:30-22:30

 Observational study - 65 
hours

 78% of alerts were read

 5% resulted in a change in 
prescribing

Context Matters



Impact of Alerts Varies by Context

Context Alert impact

Ward-
rounds

17% alerts read
No orders changed following an alert

After-
hours

78% alerts read
5% of orders changed following an 
alert

ICU 43% alerts read
3% of orders changed following an 
alert
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What can we learn from experiences 
with Electronic Decision Support ?

Human Factors Design – 
Critical

Context important -

Behavioural Economics  - 
Evidence of how people 
make decisions



Daniel Kahneman, Nobel Prize winner economics and the 
author “Thinking fast and slow”



Decision Support Design Architecture



Research on decision-making

• Decision option presentation influences user choice.  

• Providing option to maintain the status quo selected over making a change 

• Items placed first selected more frequently

• E.G Presenting antibiotic choice grouped according to narrow or broad spectrum, 
rather than listing individual drugs, resulted in a significant reduction in 
inappropriate antibiotic use.

• Tests or medications in an order-set increases use, even in situations when not 
clinically appropriate.



Choice Architecture
NUDGING PEOPLE TO MAKE A ‘DESIRABLE’ 

CHOICE 
31



Digital 
nudging 
and the 
future of 
decision-
support 
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• Understanding decision-making context

• Target support to area with evidence of big 
safety/quality problems

• Apply choice architecture and digital nudges

• Evaluate and monitor both expected and 
unexpected changes using robust measurement 
approaches

An evidence-based approach to electronic decision 
support



Future Directions
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Next generation of decision support driven by 
AI approaches

Assisted Intelligence – Helping providers perform tasks faster and better

Augmented intelligence – Helping providers make better decisions

Autonomous intelligence – automating decision making processes without 
human interventions 



Adaptive Clinical Decision Support
§ Decision support that trains itself and adapts its algorithms based on new data. – AI driven decision support

§ Additional management challenges in terms of ensuring safety and effectiveness

§ Transparency about how the decision support works and changes including limitations

§ Awareness of potential bias in algorithms developed e.g. racial, socioeconomic, age, gender – determine how 
bias affects machine learning



Decision Support Governance

• Processes for overseeing the management of decision support 

• Determining the type and nature of decision support using an evidence-based approach – 
criteria for inclusion and removal

• Monitoring use, effectiveness and safety of decision support

• Assessment of the impact of decision support on workflows

• Ensure robust testing and transparency metrics e.g. details of algorithms applied and 
variables used 

• Workforce education about decision support increasingly important in terms of when 
adaptive decision support should be applied.



In an era of AI driven clinical decision 
support the challenges of designing 

effective mechanisms and models for 
incorporating decision support into clinical 

workflows remain.

Transparency and evaluation become more 
imperative  



Johanna.westbrook@mq.edu.au
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Thank You & Questions 
@jwestbrook91


